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think pink with chantel
Saturate your senses in a pure, monochromatic palette of pink. It’s simple, once
you learn these trade secrets.

Step 1 0f 8
For flawless wearability, use a very small amount of Paint Pot and a very fluffy
brush to base out the eyelid as a concealer. When you press the eye shadow into
the slightly damp base, it will lock it in and wear through whatever adventure your
night holds. Apply this with a fluffy eye shadow brush to ensure a sheer application.
Paint Pot - Bare Study
217 Blending Brush

Step 2 0f 8
Using a clean blending brush begin smudging a matte pink into the eyelid,
sweeping up towards the brow highlight. Apply the color to the lid most intensely. It
should gradually fade out into a sheer wash at the brow highlight.
Eye Shadow - Girlie
217 Blending Brush

Step 3 0f 8
Apply a deeper pink with a small white haired brush to the very center of the lid
and buff up towards the eyebrow. Repeat this motion until you have the desired
intensity. Buff out hard edges with brush you used to apply the first pink or a clean
brush so there are no hard edges.
Eye Shadow - Passionate
219 Eye Shading Brush
217 Blending Brush
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Step 4 0f 8
For added brightness, blend a sheer layer of both pinks mixed together to the
under eye area- keeping the center of the diffused color wash the most thick. A
flat white brush is best for this to avoid the line looking too structured. It should be
romantically soft.
Eye Shadow - Girlie
Eye Shadow - Passionate
239 Eye Shading Brush

Step 5 0f 8
Line the water line of the eye with liner and pinch the eyes closed tightly to transfer
some of the liner the upper water line. Buff the liner with a flat brush.
Eye Kohl - Smolder
219 Eye Shading Brush

Step 6 0f 8
Begin by stamping layers of a vibrant and deep pink mixture onto the natural lip
letting the brush naturally catch the edges of the lip. This will instantly define the lip
shape so you can see what, if anything needs to be corrected.
Lipstick - St. Germain
Lipstick - Girl About Town
194 Concealer Brush
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Step 7 0f 8
Define the shape of the lips and clean up edges by using a clean angled brush to
remove any mistakes. For a cool- modern twist, dust a bit of pink eye shadow over
the center of the lip to finish.
Eye Shadow - Girlie
266 Small Angle Brush
188 Duo Fibre Brush

Step 8 0f 8
Sweep a mixture of bright and deep pinks across the cheekbone, and blend in a
large circular motion so there is no exact shape- just a wash of bright color. Slightly
over apply so the color looks just a bit stronger than you desire. Spray Fix+ on
brush you used to apply your foundation. Buff over the blush in gentle, circular
motions to ensure the perfect blend.
Powder Blush - Pink Swoon
Powder Blush - Fever
Fix +
109 Small Contour Brush

